SHAW (JOHN WILLIAM)

11901. Shaw (John): Observations on the Cape Breton Gàidhealtachd and its relevance to present day Celtic studies.


4416. Shaw (John): Language, music, and local aesthetics: views from Gaeldom and beyond.

   In NACCS 2 (1992), pp. 141–158.
   On itinerant bands of poets in early modern Scotland and their relation to the Scottish oral versions of Tromsdám Guaire.

3661. Shaw (John W.): John Lorne Campbell.
   In StC 31 (1997), pp. 283–286.

11140. Shaw (John): Gaelic and Cape Breton English.

4819. Shaw (John): The ethnography of speaking and verbal taxonomies.


   Examines the parallels between the Indo-Iranian myth of the dragon-slayer and the killing of Méichi mentioned in the Dindsenchas of Berba.

7053. Shaw (John): A Gaelic eschatological folktale, Celtic cosmology and Dumézil’s “three realms”.
   In JIES 35/3-4 (Fall/Winter, 2007), pp. 249–273.
   Discusses evidence for an inherited tripartite cosmic structure in the early Irish belief system.
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12146. Shaw (John): The collectors: John Francis Campbell and Alexander Carmichael.

12883. Seathach (Iain): Dà *exempla* à Ceap Breatainn.

13568. Shaw (John): A Gaelic eschatological folktale, Celtic cosmology and Dumézil’s ‘three realms’.

17948. Fomin (Maxim), Mac Carthaigh (Cristoir), Mac Floinn (Seamus), Mac Mathúna (Seamus), Shaw (John): Stories of the sea: maritime memorates of Ireland and Scotland / Maxim Fomin and Seamus Mac Mathúna; in collaboration with John Shaw and Cristoir Mac Carthaigh; assisted by Seamus Mac Floinn.
   31 narratives covering the period from the late nineteenth century to the 1980s; mostly in Irish and Scottish Gaelic, with some in English. Ir. and ScG texts standardised but retaining dialectal features; with English translations.